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It hasn’t quite been the liberating start to 2021 we’d
dreamed of as we continue life in lockdown, but this
spike in Wrexham hasn’t taken us by surprise. We
were fully prepared for a surge in covid cases and
have provisions in place to continue dentistry
whilst protecting our staff and patients.

In the Spotlight
Another new addition to the RRDP
family is Dr. Anwen Hooson. Anwen
qualified from Manchester University
in 2014 and worked in a practice in
Mold for 5 years before leaving to
have her baby daughter, who is now
9 months old. ‘Saying goodbye to my little girl on my first day
back at work was difficult, but the staff here made me feel so
comfortable and welcome, I soon realised how much I had
missed being in surgery. Friends and family have questioned
why I have chosen to return during such a challenging time
but dentistry is something that I am passionate about and I
am proud to provide such an invaluable service to the NHS’.
And we are proud to have you in our team, Anwen.

Super
Fans

As part of our commitment to treat as
many of our patients as possible during
Amber, we have invested in fitting our
surgeries with the latest high-powered
extraction fans. The fans reduce
decontamination time, which means we
can now see more patients in a day.

Plans to refresh Treatment Room 2 at the end of
2020 were already in place before the outbreak
of covid, so we decided to use the opportunity to
install additional, anti-viral features.
The refurbished surgery now has
contoured worktops to prevent any
trapped particles, wipeable storage
units and easy-clean flooring. Other
state-of-the art equipment
includes enhanced lighting,
a plasma screen to
show patients
photographs and
scans and a
new
comfortable
treatment
chair to
relax in.

New
Look
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We are all struggling to feel good about ourselves
at the moment and to find something to look
forward to, so now could be the perfect time
to give some self-love by improving your best
feature, your smile. Whether you are considering
implants, clear aligners, whitening or any of our
smile-makeover treatments make the most of
this ‘down-time’ and book a video consultation
with our expert dentists to find out how we can
improve your smile, so when we are finally able to
remove our masks in public you will have an even
bigger reason to flash your teeth!

New Goals
Keeping a healthy body
and mind is so important
to be able to cope with
the daily challenges that
face us, so our team has
set their own individual
goals with an element of
healthy competition to stay
motivated and positive.
Nurses Rachel and Emily T
have challenged each other
to a couch to 5k in aid of Cancer Research
whilst Dentist Sam and his nurse Emily H have
synchronised their sports tracker apps as Emily
aims to walk 100 miles in the month of January to
raise funds for Nightingale House.

New Starters
New recruits Nicola, Teleri and
Courtney are being put through their
paces this month as they take their first
steps in to the world of dental nursing.
They will follow a rigorous programme of
in-surgery practical training and equipment
tests as well as on-line learning and
continual assessments.
We will keep you posted of their
progress as they work towards
their Dental Nursing Diplomas.
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